OUTLOOK
Strategic decisions used to design the policy set

0. The labelling option is the preferred policy instrument

1. Direct flexibility interface: MANDATORY
   Indirect flexibility interface: OPTIONAL
   Internal measurement interface: OUT of SCOPE

2. Energy smart appliances should be able to function without the presence of a Home/Customer Energy Manager

3. Energy smart appliances should be able to function without the presence of a Smart Meter
Strategic decisions used to design the policy set

4. Energy smart appliances should be able to receive instructions from a controller inside and outside the customer home network

5. Split-up in appliances groups with vertical requirements where needed

6. From the thermal appliances group, only thermal appliances including a controller can be considered as energy smart
Next steps

» Your feedback, especially on the strategic choices, is welcome.
» A document for providing feedback on the strategic choices will be published online.
» Updates on http://www.eco-smartappliances.eu
» Comments format will be published online.
» Presentations from the meeting will be published online.
» Deadline for providing feedback is via e-mail Friday 13 October 2017 EOD (will also be announced on the webpage).
» Study will be finalized this year.